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Abstract. In various Internet applications, reputation systems are typical means
to collect experiences users make with each other. We present a reputation system
that balances the security and privacy requirements of all users involed. Our sys-
tem provides privacy in the form of information theoretic relationship anonymity
w.r.t. users and the reputation provider. Furthermore, it preserves liveliness, i. e.,
all past ratings can influence the current reputation profile of a user. In addition,
mutual ratings are forced to be simultaneous and self rating is prevented, which
enforces fairness. What is more, without performing mock interactions —even if
all users are colluding— users cannot forge ratings. As far as we know, this is the
first protocol proposed that fulfills all these properties simultaneously.

1 Introduction

Many Internet applications integrate reputation systems [1]. Before interacting with
others, users investigate their potential interaction partners’ reputation profiles to find
out whether they can trust them. As a reputation profile contains personal data, a com-
promise is needed between:

Liveliness. That means reputation should always consider all interactions. In par-
ticular the reputation system should not offer users a final state in which bad behavior
no longer damages their reputation. This requirement addresses two problems many
privacy-preserving reputations systems have: the exclusion of negative feedback, and
the possible neglection of single ratings [2].

Fairness. Both interaction partners need to trust in the other one’s correct behavior
during rating. According to Camerer et al. and Dasgupta [3, 4] this is a trust game. This
trust game is fair if every user has equal possibilities for rating interaction partners.

Privacy. Explicit reputation is personal data (Bygrave [5]) and should only be ac-
cumulated about users who agreed on this. Furthermore, reputation should be protected
by means of technical data protection, as outlined by Mahler and Olsen [6]. In addi-
tion, privacy is in fact a pre-condition for fairness: To make a user’s rating reflect the
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outcome of the trust game both users have to rate each other without any knowledge
of the other one except his previous reputation and the interaction rated. This prevents
retaliation based on the other one’s just given rating. Also on a long run, a user who got
a negative rating in the past must not be able to re-identify the user who rated her.

To our knowledge, none of the existing systems implements all these requirements.
After briefly describing related work in Sect. 2 we show in Sect. 3 a reputation sys-
tem that fulfills all: our system provides information-theoretic relationship anonymity,
it preserves liveliness of reputation, and it provides fairness by allowing mutual ratings
between interaction partners in such a way that none of the interaction partners can
avenge a negative rating. In this work we do explicitly exclude prevention of mock in-
teractions. Such prevention could be done outside the reputation system, e.g., by anony-
mously proving that an actual interaction took place, or by introducing transaction costs.

Further, our system fulfills the ‘usual’ requirements presented in [7]. We analyze
our system with respect to those requirements in Sect. 4. Finally, we summarize our
results and discuss open issues in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

An overview on reputation system architectures is, e. g., provided by Voss in [8] while
possible reputation functions are, e. g., outlined by Mui in [9]. For an economic intro-
duction, we refer to Dellarocas’ work [10]. In [7, 11, 8] the design of reputation systems
is investigated from the perspective of privacy and security requirements, which is our
focus. Below, we outline related work on privacy friendly reputation systems. Finally,
we focus on incombinability of current approaches on liveliness and privacy with fair-
ness and privacy.

Privacy-respecting reputation systems aim at ensuring anonymity of all users in-
volved, namely the anonymity of the rater, the ratee and the users inquiring others’ rep-
utation. A ratee is anonymous if it is impossible to re-identify her in later transactions
even for the rater. Analogously, a rater is anonymous if it is impossible to re-identify her
in later transactions even for the ratee. On the other hand, an inquiring user is anony-
mous if it is impossible to re-identify her even if she inquires the reputation of a certain
user more than once. In [12], Pavlov et al. propose to use anonymity services to achieve
privacy for reputation systems; however, this approach only protects the inquiring user.
In order to obtain anonymity of raters and ratees, it needs to be ensured that many users
are indistinguishable by an attacker, so that they are in large anonymity sets. The pos-
sibility of recognizing users by reputation is limited if the set of possible reputations is
limited [11] or if the reputation is only published as an estimated reputation, as proposed
by Dellarocas in [13]. Androulaki et al. and Steinbrecher use transaction pseudonyms
to avoid linkability between transactions [14, 15].

In order to obtain anonymity of raters, interactions and ratings related to these in-
teractions need to be unlinkable. This can be reached by a reputation provider who only
calculates a new user reputation after it collected not only one but several ratings, as in
[16] by Dellarocas et al., or who only publishes an estimation of the actual reputation
[13]. Further, a rater can be anonymous against the reputation provider by using con-
vertible credentials [11] or electronic cash [14, 2]. Furthermore, Kerschbaum proposed



in [17] a provable secure reputation system. This system uses two trusted third parties
to make ratings and reputations unlinkable, but does not provide anonymity for the in-
teraction partners as their use case is the physical world where addresses are needed for
good delivery and money transfer. From these systems none fulfils all our requirements.

Although fairness in addition to privacy can be reached by using fair exchange
protocols for ratings as suggested in [18], the systems described in [14, 2] cannot apply
this straight forward, because they make use of anonymous electronic cash, and most
e-cash protocols are interactive.

3 The Reputation System

System Overview

For our system environment, we assume a community system allowing interactions
among users. These interactions cause costs. An example of such a system is a mar-
ketplace where every user can be a seller (provider) or a buyer (client). Let U2 be such
a user offering interactions to other users. The community deploys a reputation sys-
tem provided by a reputation provider ReP, who is keeping overall reputation accounts
for all users of the community system. ReP collects positive and negative experiences
of users’ behavior during interactions in the form of interaction-derived reputation. If a
user U1 becomes interested in the interaction offered by U2, she inquires U2’s reputation
and based on this possibly signals her willingness to interact. U2 may then also inquire
U1’s reputation before she also agrees to the interaction. After their interaction, both
rate each other and their rating is included in the other’s reputation account at ReP. The
reputation accounts contain all past ratings a user got, hence the reputation function can
be arbitrary. The selection of an informative yet privacy-respecting reputation function
is beyond the scope of this work. In Fig. 1 the actions users can perform in their specific
roles are shown. Note the users are already registered with ReP.

Fig. 1. Actions, user roles and items in the system.

System Details

In this section we detail our protocol. Users who want to use the system need to en-
roll as member with ReP to get a reputation account, which is bound to a long term



pseudonym. Then, the system itself works round-based. We denote the number of users
in a round by N. Note that for every round this number can change, i. e., users can join
and leave the system. In every round, a user can interact with at most one other user.
During a round, this grouping of users into interaction partners cannot change. ReP
maintains a reputation account for every user under the long-term pseudonym Ui. In
this account it retains a chronological list that contains vectors of two bits for every
round. The first bit of each of these vectors is the registration bit, which is 1 if the user
registered an interaction for this round and 0 otherwise. The second bit is the received
rating bit, which is 1 if the user received a positive rating and 0 otherwise.

During membership enrollment, ReP exchanges with every user a symmetric en-
cryption key for private communication between ReP and the user (for readability we
do not denote this encryption), and a message authentication key called MAC key that
enables ReP to sent authenticated multicast messages to all users. Moreover, it holds
a key kRePUi

for confidential and anonymous sending (via a DC-Net, see [19] for a ex-
planation of the DC-Net) that it does not share with the user. We assume all keys to be
long enough, so that for every round a fixed new part can be used so that the key lasts
for many rounds.

All users and ReP are part of a DC-Net, that is, they share DC-Net keys with some
users. Note, that the key sharing graph of a DC-Net only needs to be connected. How
many keys a single participant shares with peers is a matter of trust, since a DC-Net
participant can be de-anonymized if all users that share keys with her collude. For the
rating phase ReP shares two symmetric rating keys with every user, namely one for
a homomorphic encryption scheme and one for authenticating the rating token. The
following steps are done in every round.

A round consists of 3 phases each implemented by a protocol described below,
namely initialization, registration and rating. In addition there is a show reputation
protocol, which can be performed whenever needed. These protocols are explained in
detail in the following subsections.

Initialization. ReP generates a M > N long bit vector that consists of one bit for every
user initialized with 0. The vector needs to be longer than N to avoid random attacks,
as we will show in Sect. 4.1. Then ReP generates the following tokens for every user Ui
and sends these to him:

Registration token: ReP chooses a secret random number in the interval [1 : M]
which it has not chosen for another user. Then it forms M bit long vector Ui that is all 0,
but in the position indicated by the chosen number for this user. We denote this vector
as Ui, since it is in fact the ID of this user for this round. ReP encrypts this ID with
the symmetric key kRePUi

it generated for the user, but does not share with the user. The
encrypted token kRePUi

(Ui) is Ui’s registration token, which ReP sends to the user via a
secure channel and stores the position as the user’s round registration ID.

Rating token: Ui’s rating token is formed by a unique random number ReP assigned
to her for this round and a MAC suitable for an authenticated multicast. Hence, every
user can check whether the token is valid or not, but no adversary can test if a token is
valid for a user that is not controlled by him. The adversary would need the MAC key
of a user to check if a token would be accepted by this user. This token is both stored
and also securely sent to Ui as round rating ID.



Internal state of ReP: In Fig. 2 an internal state of ReP is shown. Every user has
a registration and rating history. From this, ReP calculates the reputation of a user by
using the reputation function. As outlined above we abstract from the concrete reputa-
tion function used. In the column current round is shown which data needs to be stored
in every round, namely the registration ID, which represents the user as a position in a
vector and the rating ID, which is used as single-use return address for the rating phase.

Fig. 2. Internal state of ReP with track of the past ratings and current user IDs.

Registration. Two users who are willing to interact establish a secure channel, e. g.,
using a authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Via this secure channel, they ex-
change their registration tokens encrypted with their DC-Net keys and their rating to-
kens. Both users check if the rating tokens are valid. For this, every user uses her MAC
key to verify the MAC generated by ReP for this rating token. If the rating token is
valid the encrypted registration tokens are sent to ReP via a secure channel (Fig. 3,
registration.) Otherwise the user refuses the interaction. All users who decided not to
interact in this round send a M bit long 0 vector encrypted with their DC-Net keys, and
the declaration that it is in fact a 0 vector, to ReP.

ReP calculates the sum of all received tokens. As a result it gets the sum of all
vectors encrypted with keys kRePUi

of all users Ui who want to interact with another
user in this round. Since the users who will not interact with any other user disclosed
this to ReP, ReP knows which keys to use to decipher.3 If all users acted correctly, the
resulting vector has a 1 at every position that represents a user who wants to interact.
If a single user sends a malformed message, or uses her registration token more than
once, the vector becomes meaningless with a high probability, i. e., the redundant bits
are wrong. In the first case ReP sends to every user an acknowledgment message and
the respective users can proceed with their interactions independently from ReP. In the
second case ReP sends a fail message to every user and the protocol stops or is restarted.

3So these messages are in fact dummy messages, which ReP does not need at all, but it
prevents from outsider attacks on the communication layer.



We are aware of techniques to make DC-Nets robust against malicious users, such
as presented in [20], but those are beyond the scope of this work. Fig. 3 illustrates the
initialization and registration protocol for two users U1 and U2 who know each other
by the pseudonyms PU1 and PU2 respectively. This is run by any two users who want to
interact.

Fig. 3. DC-Net-based interaction registration for a system with 2 users

Rating. After an interaction — in which ReP is not involved — the interaction part-
ners rate each other. Therefore, the rating token that was exchanged during registration,
viz. , the token the ratee sent to the rater, is used. As described before, the rating token
contains a random number which represents the ratee to ReP. The rater concatenates
a rating bit (1 for a positive rating and 0 otherwise) to the rating token and sends this
message via the DC-Net to ReP, thereby ReP does not publish its contribution to the
DC-round, to avoid that other users learn the value of the feedback. If ReP keeps its part
secret the message is effectively encrypted for it. Otherwise – as a DC-Net is a broadcast
– every entity having the contribution of all users could compute the resulting message.

Contrary to the registration, ReP needs to receive every single rating message, not
only their sum. For every rating a separate DC-Net round for sending is needed. Who
actually sends in the next DC-round, is determined by anonymous reservation. This
makes message collisions unavoidable. The most efficient collision resolving algorithm
[21, 22] broadcasts the result of the collision. In order to avoid that the users learn how
many positive feedback was given in a round, we use only the rating token part for re-
solving collisions and encrypt the feedback with the rating encryption key. Furthermore
the feedback needs to be secured against attacks that leverage the homomorphic prop-
erty of the encryption scheme. If the attacker adds an attack vector in the DC-round, the
feedback must be destroyed with a high probability. This can be done by a randomized
and redundant encoding of the two rating values. Thereby, a large pool of encodings is
needed, so that the attacker cannot guess which of the encodings is used and for every
encoding a different attack vector is needed to flip the rating. More formally, there must
not exist an attack vector such that for many pairs of encodings of positive rating and
negative rating, the sum of the negative rating and the attack vector results in a positive
rating (and vice versa).



Show Reputation. If a user wants to show her reputation to someone, she needs ReP.
First, the user sends the pseudonym, under which she wants to show the reputation
to an inquiring user, to ReP. ReP concatenates her current reputation, the pseudonym
received from the user and the current time. Further, for these concatenated parts ReP
generates a MAC suitable for an authenticated multicast to all users. Then ReP sends
this authenticated message to the user. The user sends this message to the inquiring user.
The inquiring user can then decide whether she wants to interact or not. If she intends
to interact, she uses the transaction pseudonym to contact the other user.

4 System Analysis

Requirements. As pointed out in [2], the following requirements should be fulfilled
by a reputation system with regards to security (1-6) and privacy (7-9):

(1) Integrity of ratings: Ratings are preserved from manipulations.
(2) Authorizability of ratings: Only interaction partners may rate each other.
(3) Liveliness of reputation: Reputation considers all recent interactions.
(4) Availability of reputation: Inquirers are able to access other users’ reputation. This

problem is beyond the scope of this work.
(5) Absolute linkability of users’ registration: Users can register only once. This prob-

lem is solved outside the comunication network.
(6) Fairness of the underlying game-theoretic trust game: Every user has equal possi-

bilities for rating interaction partners but only them.
(7) Raters’ anonymity: Users can rate anonymously, this is:

(a) Attackers cannot link ratings and the respective raters.
(b) Attackers cannot link ratings and the corresponding interactions.

(8) Inquirers’ anonymity: Users can inquire reputation anonymously.
(9) Ratees’s anonymity: Ratees are unlinkable to their past interactions, except that

these contributed to their reputation.

Attackers. Because of the different attack goals we distinguish between security and
privacy attacker. Both outsiders and all parties involved (users and reputation provider)
can be interested in breaking security and privacy requirements.

Even though ReP behaves according to the protocol, it might be interested in who
rates whom, and it might be interested in building user profiles from this information.
As the privacy requirements (7), (8), and (9) aim at preventing this, ReP can be a privacy
attacker as well. Hence, we assume ReP to be a honest but curious attacker.

For the security attacker, we assume a global attacker who can observe as well
as modify all interactions between users and between users and ReP, but who cannot
control ReP.

For the privacy attacker, we assume that he cannot observe who is communicating
with whom, that is, all users are using an anonymity service on the communication
layer. We further assume that the privacy attacker can only control a limited number of
users so that a sufficiently large anonymity set (which contains the users not controlled
by the attacker) is preserved. Finally, we assume that ReP does not cooperate with a user
who takes part in an interaction as this would allow ReP to de-anonymize the user who
interacts with this colluding user, because it can link received rating tokens to users.



4.1 Security Analysis

In general, our proposed reputation system is designed to preserve fairness of the un-
derlying game-theoretic trust game (6), as it enables both interaction partners and
only them to rate each other and only for the interaction considered. We now need to
show that none can rate another user she has not interacted with and that none can
forge ratings. The latter would also damage the integrity of ratings (1).

The probabilities of a successful attack in the registration and the rating phase are
given in the following.

Probabilities of forged registrations. In the registration protocol for an interaction users
get a rating token that they need to give a rating in the rating phase. The registra-
tion protocol can only be performed successfully, if the initialization protocol has been
completed correctly. As we assume the ReP to behave correctly, the registration to-
kens will be correctly formed. The submission of the tokens to the users is information-
theoretically secure encrypted and authenticity is secured by an information-theoretical-
ly secure MAC. We do not need a reliable message transmission here, as the registration
phase bases on a DC-Net which involves all users in the system. Thus, if a user received
no or a malformed registration token she will not cooperate in the DC-Net protocol, and
therefore a suppression of a registration token will lead to an invalid registration phase,
i. e., both registration and initialization phase need to be repeated. After the registration
protocol is completed successfully, all interacting users have a correct rating token.

The fairness of the registration protocol is provided by the all-or-nothing property
of the DC-Net, viz., only if all messages were summed up the keys sum up to 0. Hence,
it is not necessary to exchange registration tokens by fair exchange, since whenever a
message is missing or manipulated, the ReP will detect this with a high probability and
will send a fail message to all users. In the following paragraph we show how likely it
is that an attacker guesses a registration token which leads to an accepted registration.
Note that the attacker has no means to test whether the generated token is accepted
before sending the token to the ReP.

More formally, with respect to the registration protocol, we calculate the probability
that an attacker can manipulate a registration token in a meaningful way, i. e., that the
manipulated token would sum up with all other contributions to a meaningful registra-
tion vector, which makes the ReP accept the round. We assume that K users interact, N
users are taking part in this round and M is the length of the registration vector, hence
K ≤ N ≤ M. The number of all possible registration vectors is 2M , while the number
of all valid sums of all registration vectors is 2N

2 , since a valid sum can only have ones
at N positions and it needs to have an even number of ones. Given the number K of
interacting users, there are N−K positions left the attacker can manipulate. Since the
attacker cannot test whether his attack vector fullfills these properties the chance for a
successful attack equals the propability that he chooses the right attack vector at ran-
dom. A right vector is a vector which – when summed up with all other inputs – results
in an accepted sum of registration vectors. Since the vectors are summed up mod 2, for
every random vector of length M there are exactly as many attack vectors as there are
valid registration vectors. Hence the success probability is: 2N−K

2M .



Probabilities to forge a rating. When the registration protocol is completed success-
fully, both interaction partners have correct rating tokens. Now we need to analyze the
rating protocol with respect to requirement (6). Manipulations of the rating value by
users other than the rater should be detected, which provides integrity of ratings.

While the attack on the rating token forces a negative rating to some user that did not
intend to interact at all, guessing a rating token enables the attacker to give a negative
feedback to a user that interacts during this round, since the attacker could send this
token to ReP and it would be detected as self rating and lead to a negative rating. We
demonstrate below how likely manipulations of ratings are (1). With the method of
encoding and encrypting the rating presented in Sect. 3, a user could only guess another
bitstring for the encrypted rating, but she cannot verify her guess.

We now calculate the probability that a user can guess a correct rating token. Let K
be the number of interacting users and M the length of the rating token. Note that the
total number of users in the system is not important for this. As ReP would not accept a
rating token for an unregistered user, only users that have registered an interaction can
be attacked this way. Hence, the probability to correctly guess one token is K

2M .
Furthermore, a user may try to rate herself. This can be done without disrupting the

rating protocol, but if the interaction partner of this user also rated her, ReP will detect
two ratings for this user, and can penalize her, e. g., with a bad rating. On the other
hand, a user may send a 0-message instead of a rating value. Yet, this does not disrupt
the rating protocol, but enables her interaction partner to rate herself. That is why we
do not see any intention a user could have for sending a 0-message.

As for DC-Net in general, users can disrupt the communication by not behaving
according to the protocol, i. e., using wrong keys etc. This would lead to disable a rating
in this round. On the other hand, there exist techniques which make it possible to detect
and ban such DC-Net users, which have been published, e. g., in [20]. Such methods
can also be used here in order to eliminate users misbehaving in this protocol.

Liveliness, however, depends on the reputation function, but the reputation function
can only preserve it, if the protocol ensures that ReP really receives both positive and
negative ratings. This is ensured by providing fairness of the underlying game-theoretic
trust game (6) as described above.

Authorizability of ratings (2) is preserved jointly by the registration protocol and
the rating protocol. During the registration protocol, every user receives a rating token
from ReP, which can be used to rate her during the rating protocol. Also during the
registration protocol, interaction partners must exchange their rating tokens, thereby the
correctness of the tokens can be verified by the attached MAC. In this way, after that the
registration protocol has been finished successfully, both partners have the rating tokens
of their interaction partners. As both partners now have their own and their partner’s
rating token, they could rate themselves as well. If only one partner rates herself, this
will lead to a conflict detectable by ReP during the rating protocol, there will be two
ratings for one user, while another user got no ratings. However, if both interaction
partners rate themselves, this will not be detected.

Furthermore, authorizability is only computational secure, as an unbounded attacker
can observe the communication between two users and break the Diffie-Hellman key



exchange. Hence such an attacker can steal rating tokens and use those to give both in-
teraction partners a negative feedback. However, the attacker needs to break the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange within the time between registration phase and rating phase of
the same round, since a rating token is only valid in the round it is issued. Moreover, the
attacker cannot link the tokens to usernames, but only to the transaction pseudonyms.

4.2 Privacy analysis

We need to distinguish between the outside observer, the attacker who controls one or
more users and an attacker who controls the ReP and some users. For all of these at-
tackers, we need to analyze the different goals, namely inquirers’ anonymity (8), ratees’
anonymity (9) and raters’ anonymity (7).

Outside attacker. Our protocol is based on the DC-Net. If we assume that a DC-net
is used for the communication needed for the actual interaction, an outside attacker
can achieve as much as he can by observing a DC-Net. That is, if he observes all
communication lines, he can observe how many users are involved in total. However,
since in a DC-net essentially everybody always sends and receives he cannot reduce the
anonymity set further than this. This holds for all rolls, i. e., rater, ratee and inquiring
user since he cannot distinguish them.

Attacker controlling (some) users. We assume that an attacker cannot control too many
users; however, it is hard to quantify what ’too many’ exactly is, since it depends on
the security needs of the users. Furthermore, it is not sufficient to fix a certain fraction
of all users. Given an attacker that controls all but one user of a group of users that all
have the same reputation, the user who is not controlled by the attacker is effectively
de-anonymized, even if the controlled users are only a small fraction of all users.

Inquirers’ anonymity (8) is provided by the show reputation protocol: Both the in-
quirer and the user who shows the reputation act under pseudonym, and they commu-
nicate using an anonymous communication system as already described. If an attacker
controls the showing user, the only extra information he gets with respect to an outside
observer is that a user is interested in the reputation of the user under his control. This
does not help for attacks within the system, but depending on the actual application the
attacker might learn something about the inquirer, since she is interested in a certain
product or interaction the user who shows the reputation is offering. However, mini-
mizing the information needed within a interaction is beyond the scope of this work.

For Ratees’s anonymity (9) an anonymous communication system is needed. Fur-
thermore, all interactions are done under pseudonym, and different pseudonyms can be
used for every other round. However, an attacker who controls other users might try to
inquire all reputations of all other users. How much impact this has on the anonymity of
the ratee depends on the reputation function, more precisely, it depends on how many
different reputation values are possible and how those are distributed over the users.
Furthermore, it depends on whether an attacker can detect if he queries a user twice or
not, i. e., if users have one or more pseudonyms per round.4

4Users can have more than one offer under different pseudonyms, but can only do one inter-
action per round.



The raters’ anonymity: The interaction partners are anonymous to each other, as all
communication between them is done under pseudonym, and they communicate using
an anonymous communication service. Hence, if the interaction partner is controlled by
the attacker, the only information the attacker learns more than an outside observer is
the information revealed by the interaction itself and the rating. However, most of the
time, the rating depends more on the interaction than on the user, so that the information
an attacker learns is hard to quantify.

Attacker controlling ReP. We assume that ReP does only attack privacy, not the se-
curity of the system. Indeed, ReP is a strong privacy attacker since it can observe all
registrations and all feedbacks. However, it cannot observe the actual interactions.

In the registration protocol, the users who do not intend to interact in this round in-
dicate this to ReP. Hence, ReP can distinguish between interacting and non-interacting
users. ReP will not get more information, as the registration process itself is anonymized
in a DC-Net-like way, as described in Sect. 3. If K is the number of users that intend
to interact, then for ReP it is equally likely with whom of the other K−1 other users a
user interacted. Note that if there are only a few users interacting, ReP has a very high
chance to guess correctly who is interacting with whom, e. g., ReP is certain about the
interaction relation for K = 2.

In the rating protocol, each interacting user sends the rating token she received from
her interaction partner to ReP. This is done using a DC-Net as well, so that the inter-
acting users are anonymous within their group. ReP only gets the rating tokens together
with the ratings. The rating token identifies the ratee, but it does not reveal with whom
the ratee interacted. However, as already described in Sect. 4, ReP may not cooperate
with one of the interacting users. Indeed, when they collude, they can de-anonymize
the interaction partner of this user by recognizing the rating token. Furthermore, the
ReP learns the value of the rating if the attacker can assume that ratings have a high
correlation, namely, the opinion over the outcome of a interaction is for both partners
often the same, the attacker can change the probabilities learned from the registration
phase. However, this knowledge depends on the actual system.

4.3 Efficiency

ReP needs to send one message to every user for initializing a round. During the regis-
tration protocol, users willing to interact need to send one message each to their inter-
action partner, therefore they need to agree on a key, e. g., using a Diffie-Hellman key
agreement protocol. Furthermore, only one message from every participant to ReP is
needed to register all interactions. Finally, every user who took part in an interaction
has to send a rating, which is only one DC-Net message per participant as well. This
means if K users interacted, the collision resolution needs at most K messages per user.

In order to take part in the DC-Net for registration and rating, users need to exchange
keys with each other as well as with ReP. The key exchange between the users needs
to be offline and, furthermore, secure from the ReP. The key exchange with ReP can be
done in parallel with the registration, which can be done by, e. g., paper mail. In order
to provide anonymity between the users of a DC-Net, the key graph between the users
of the DC-Net needs to be connected. However, the stronger the graph is connected



the better anonymity is protected against internal attackers. For information-theoretic
anonymity within the DC-Net, the keys need to be random. Calculations within the
DC-Net are cheap, as these are only additions modulo the cardinality of the alphabet of
the DC-Net. Please refer to [19] for details regarding the DC-Net.

All other encryptions needed are one-time-pad encryptions, i. e., additions modulo
a given group. Such encryptions (and the corresponding decryptions) are done by ReP
for the registration tokens, for the rating tokens, and for the rating part of the DC-Net
message in every DC-round of the collision resolution during the rating protocol. As all
these crypto operations are done by ReP, no key exchange is needed for that.

Moreover, ReP has to calculate MACs for the registration token, for the rating token,
and for the message from ReP to the user during the show reputation protocol. For every
MAC the cost are the one of applying the respective universal hash functions, that is
usually cheap, and a one-time-pad [23].

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a reputation system that focuses particularly on fairness,
liveliness and privacy, without sacrificing general security requirements.

Liveliness is achieved by registration before the actual interaction, which prevents
silently suppressing bad ratings. Our system also provides fairness by enforcing simul-
taneous ratings between interaction partners, so that both partners have equal possibil-
ities to rate each other. Last but not least it preserves anonymity between interaction
partners and preserves privacy from the reputation provider, so that it does not get to
know who interacts with (and rates) whom. In contrast to previous approaches that
rely on the computational privacy of convertible credentials or anonymous cash our ap-
proach provides information-theoretic privacy. However, some information needs to be
disclosed, namely the users’ reputation. Given a sufficient number of interacting users
one needs to choose a reputation function that gives usable feedback to the users on one
side, but divides the user set in only a few large groups on the other side.

In Table 1 we compare our system with closely related ones, as described in Sect. 2.

Monotonic [14] Non-monotonic [2] this work
Authorizability (2) no yes yes
Liveliness (3) no, only-positive ratings yes, negative ratings yes, negative ratings
Fairness (6) no no, mutual ratings yes
Anonymity (9) yes, but timing yes, less timing issues yes

Table 1. Comparison of reputation protocols.

For future work, we plan a formal analysis of the natural bounds with respect to the
tradeoff between privacy of the parties involved and the information needed. Second
we plan to work on practicability. For example we assume registration and rating to be
done synchronously. We will have to relax this in future work to asynchronism to make
the protocol more flexible.
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